Supporting Information 1 -Data collection procedure, kinases-related properties:
A set of properties captured the parameters describing the kinases as in the original publication:
-TARGET_NAME: Entrez preferred gene symbol from the Human Genome Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) (www.genenames.org) -TARGET_TYPE: indicates whether the assay was run against a single kinase, a complex, the result of a chromosomal translocation or a gene family (the latter being used when the original data referred only to a generic kinase or kinase sub-family name instead of the exact kinase name),
-TARGET_BINDING_SITE_NAME: indicates the binding site (Domain 1 or 2 
Supporting Information 2 -Data collection procedure, assays-related properties:
A set of properties captured the parameters describing the assays as in the original publication:
-EXTERNAL_ORGANIZATION_NAME: indicates which kinase profiling service provider generated the described results (Ambit/DiscoverX, Caliper Life Sciences, etc …),
-METHOD_TECHNOLOGY_DISPLAY_NAME: indicates the technology of the assay (HTRF, FRET, etc…)
-MEASURED_EFFECT_NAME: indicates the measured effect (Enzyme activity,
-METHOD_CONDITION_ NAME: indicates the ATP concentration,
-CONC_DOSE: indicates the compound concentration.
The list of possible values for assay-related properties is provided in the Supporting Information Table S4 .
Supporting Information 3 -Data collection procedure, bioactivities processing: and the corresponding STD_RESULT_TYPE was "Calculated".
-Non-qualified Pct_Inhib results were first truncated into the range [0.1 -99.9], and then STD_RESULT_VALUE were calculated using the following formula:
STD_RESULT = CPD_CONC *Abs (MEAS_RESULT -100) / MEAS_RESULT
and the corresponding STD_RESULT_TYPE was "Calculated".
-Finally, for results with STD_RESULT_TYPE containing "Calculated", an upper cap at 30000 nM for inactivity and a lower cap at 1 nM for activity were applied to the STD_RESULT_VALUE in order to balance the impact of large compound concentrations when applying the calculation formulas.
The following 
